REVOLTED AMERICA
equally entitled with yourselves to all the natural rights of mankind,
and the peculiar privileges of Englishmen: equally bound hy its
laws, and equally participating of the Constitution of this free
country. The Americans are the sons, not the bastards of England.
Taxation is not part of the governing or legislative power. The
taxes are a voluntary gift and grant of the Commons alone. . . .
The Commons of America, represented in their several assemblies,
have ever been in possession of the exercise of this their constitu-
tional right, of giving and granting their own money. They would
have been slaves if they had not enjoyed it. At the same rime, this
Kingdom, as the supreme governing and legislative power, has
always bound the colonies by her laws, by her regulations and
restrictions in trade, in navigation, in manufactures—in everything
except that of taking their money out of their pockets without
their consent.
It can be seen that not even a Pitt would have solved the difficult
problem of imperial relations in the eighteenth century.
Pitt's outburst brought Grenville to his feet, and in that cold
and calculating style which he adopted he proceeded to refute
the arguments of his distinguished brother-in-law. When he
[Grenville] had announced his intention of bringing in the Stamp
Act no one had questioned the right of the Parliament to tax the
colonists. Why ? Because taxation was a part of the sovereignty
of Parliament. ' Protection and obedience are reciprocal:
Great Britain protects America; America is therefore bound to
yield obedience.* Who could deny the fact that the Mother
Country had incurred a heavy debt in protecting America ? Yet,
when asked to contribute a small amount to the public funds,
what had the Americans done?
They renounce your authority, insult your officers, and break out,
I might also say, into open rebellion.
But he was not surprised that such misfortunes should arise when
the recalcitrance of the colonists was openly applauded in the
House of Commons. Fixing his eye on Pitt he said:
The seditious spirit of the colonies owes its birth to the factions in
this House.
Those words were spoken directly at Pitt.
The c Great Commoner * was immediately on his feet.   The
calm logic of Grenville's arguments had made an impression on
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